
Vamp Up Your Style This Season with New Vamp Tips 

�e �rst tapered fashion forward nail tip in the industry!

�e new seductress style of Vamp nail tips will leave 
your clients with an ever-lasting impression! �ese 
Russian inspired tips are fashion forward and easy to 
wear. �is is a style that sweeps the hottest designer 
models fingertips at runway shows…until now! 
Russian nail trends are really starting to take notice 
globally and changing the way nail techs are doing 
nails for covers of some of the leading nail magazines 
in the industry. �is edgy new style has really created a 
statement and a fashion forward approach to the 
traditional acrylic nails!   

Star Nail has created a new style nail tip called Vamp. 
�is tip has become one of the most tempting tips of the line. �e unique feature of the tip contains an extremely 
slender apex point at the tip and the deep c-curve of the free edge. A strong and quality adhesion is the key to a full set 
of nails that will last until the next visit to the salon without lifting or breaking and is vital to any nail technician’s 
repeat business. �is style of tip is available in a 360-count pack with sizes 1-10 and individual sizes in a 50 count. �e 
mixes of tips are available in clear to make them versatile with any type of style acrylics. Star Nail International uses the 
highest grade of ABS plastic. �e ABS plastic flexes with the nail so it won’t crack or break with everyday use.  ABS 
plastic is not a recycled plastic. When plastic is recycled, the plastic tends to be weaker and snap or break very easily. 

�e versatile tip is great for competitions. With the well less design, this tip can adhere to any nail plate quickly and 
easily. Create a perfect competition nail in half the time of regular nail tips. �is tip is also thin so you have the ability 
to build product over the tip without it looking too thick. With the crisp clean clear tip nail technicians are able to have 
the freedom of creating a clean looking set of original nails. For more great tips available at your fingertips, log on to 
www.starnail.com to order direct or to find the nearest Star Nail International Dealer to you!
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